
Date: Wednesday, March 13, 2024
Experience fee: 1,650 yen (tax included)

*This experience is about enjoying alcohol.
In accordance with Japanese law, amazake will be provided for guests under 20 years of age 

and those who wish to drink non-alcoholic beverages.

This experience is a 4-hour day trip to Tokoname City, famous for Tokoname-Yaki, one of 
Japan's six oldest kilns. You can take a tour of a sake brewery where you can learn about 

the history and tradition of sake that is rooted in the region, and have a tasting experience. 
Not only can you enjoy the taste of local sake, but you can also enjoy the charm of 

Tokoname-Yaki by drinking sake using Tokoname-Yaki sake cups.

Sake Brewery Tour
& Tasting Experience

Tokoname local sake

 - Tokoname Tourism Association -

TOKONAME Attractive Experience Excursion

Experience itinerary
Departs from Aichi Sky Expo 13:00 → Bus → Tounomori Museum (with 
special museum guide) → Bus → Sawada Sake Brewery (sake brewery 
tour and tasting with Tokoname-Yaki sake cup) → Bus → Arrives at 
Aichi Sky Expo 17:00

Check the website
for applying to

this experience!!

up to 20 people

Maximum
number

[Note]
*You will be transported to the experience venue by shuttle bus (free of charge). Please register at the 
tour desk at Aichi Sky Expo and transfer to the bus after meeting.
*Experience fees must be paid directly at the experience venue. Credit card payment is also possible.
*This experience is about enjoying alcohol. In accordance with Japanese law, amazake will be 
provided for guests under 20 years of age and those who wish to drink non-alcoholic beverages.
*Our pictures features illustrative images; actual items may vary in presentation.



Date: Thursday, March 14, 2024
Experience fee: 3,500 yen (tax included)

*Items created by customers will need to undergo firing.Kindly inquire with the store regarding shipping charges.

This experience is a 4-hour day trip to Tokoname City, famous for Tokoname-Yaki, one of 
Japan's six oldest kilns. You can fully experience the charm of Tokoname-Yaki. You can 

learn about the history of Tokoname-Yaki at the museum, stroll through the old townscape 
at the popular tourist spot Pottery Footpath, and try your hand at making pottery from clay.

Experience itinerary
Departs from Aichi Sky Expo 13:00 → Bus → Tounomori Museum 
(with special museum guide) → Bus → Pottery Footpath (guided walk) 
→ Kakuzan Toen (pottery experience) → Bus → Arrives at Aichi Sky 
Expo 17:00

Historical Exploration
& Pottery Experience

Tokoname-Yaki
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TOKONAME Attractive Experience Excursion

up to 10 people

Maximum
number

Check the website
for applying to

this experience!!

[Note] 
*You will be transported to the experience venue by shuttle bus (free of charge). Please register at the 
tour desk at Aichi Sky Expo and transfer to the bus after meeting. 
*Experience fees must be paid directly at the experience venue. Cash payment only. 
*Shipping costs (shipping fees) for works created during the pottery experience are required separately. 
*Estimated shipping costs (tax included) → France (Europe): 4,600 yen, U.S 4,000 yen, China (Asia) 
3,050 yen 
*Our pictures features illustrative images; actual items may vary in presentation.



Date: Friday, March 15, 2024
Experience fee: 5,700 yen (tax included)

*This experience is about enjoying alcohol.
In accordance with Japanese law, amazake will be provided for guests under 20 years of age 

and those who wish to drink non-alcoholic beverages.

Tokoname City, renowned as one of Japan's six oldest kilns, is not only famous 
for Tokoname-Yaki but also boasts a variety of delectable gourmet foods. 

Embark on a delightful 4-hour day trip that includes strawberry picking in a 
cozy greenhouse, a guided tour of a winery crafted from Tokoname grapes, and 

a wine tasting featuring four distinct types of Tokoname wine.

Experience itinerary
Departs from Aichi Sky Expo 13:00 → Bus → Fruits Roop (strawberry 
picking) → Bus → Sunset Walker Hill (winery tour/tasting 4 types of 
wine) → Bus → Tokoname Cera Mall (free time/shopping) → Arrives at 
Aichi Sky Expo 17:00

Strawberry Picking
& Winery Tour/Tasting Experience

Tokoname Gourmet
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TOKONAME Attractive Experience Excursion

up to 20 people

Maximum
number

Check the website
for applying to

this experience!!

[Note] 
*You will be transported to the experience venue by shuttle bus (free of charge). Please register at the 
tour desk at Aichi Sky Expo and transfer to the bus after meeting. 
*Experience fees must be paid directly at the experience venue. Credit card payment is also possible.
*This experience is about enjoying alcohol. In accordance with Japanese law, we will prepare original 
juice for customers under 20 years of age and customers who prefer non-alcoholic drinks.
*Our pictures features illustrative images; actual items may vary in presentation.


